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I believe that my research will illustrate just how effective contemporary literature is at embracing the various
issues surrounding performance management. He suggested that investment alone was not enough to increase
the quality of public services and he believed that society was driving the focus away from the s financial
focused businesses to focus on successful public orientated businesses. This section will look to analyze and
explore the various pieces of literature that surround performance Management. It must be a process needed
for improvement to occur. Nowadays, every company has their human resources department that plays a large
part of an organizations and a key to affect business succeeds or not. There are showing how well employees
perform and finally improve performance level. When the employees is motivated by rewards, they will have
job satisfaction consequently increasing the productivity of the organisation. Performance management is a
organic business tool that utilizes the most powerful source of energy in the universe the innovation created
through human intelligence, in real time However, in large organizations this can prove to be extremely
difficult â€” especially if there are many levels, departments or regions to monitor. The development of
individuals with competence and commitment, working towards to shared meaningful objectives within an
organization that supports the achievement. How employee performance is measured and managed and how it
contributes to the overall productivity in organizations?. It will base on actual information so the process
described as evidence-based performance management. In other words, what this implies is that employee
participation and employee voice should become an integral part of the culture of the organization. Moreover,
accuracy training seems can increasing accuracy and provided the training allows raters to practice making
ratings and training feedback. The Co-operative Group aims to reward staffs who have performed well in the
organization. The Co-operative Group, the trading name of Co-operative Group Ltd, is a leading global
consumer-owned business. Companies, gps, talks and reference. Performance management can also define as
an integrated approach and strategy to organizations to be successful sustainably that focus on improve the
performance and employee development; performance is about how it is achieved and not only about the
objectives. This postulates the importance of having a select few, but high standard, measures. Findings from
the literature were compared within the organizational context in order to break-down the concept into more
manageable sections for further analysis. Setting up a good performance management system doesn 't happen
overnight or by accident. Furthermore, to establish high quality public services it is essential that businesses
adapt their performance management systems to coincide with the demands of the public. A good objective
need to be SMART specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-framed , many organizations use the
SMART analysis to set their own objectives, the objectives are clear and well-defined, able to challenge the
high standard performance, agreed and understood by the manager and the individual, achievable within the
capabilities of the individual and define timescale, and also work as a team. An overview of PM and its
sub-elements will be given, with PA being the main focus. Though there are such programs where the input
from the staff was obtained by the management it was not enough to motivate the employees. It also examined
the contemporary performance measurement system used by the organization. In order to lessen this matter,
managers should keep in mind and pay attention a fair appraisal system. The reasons for establishing a
performance management system in public service organisations are to ensure that both the organisation and
employees alike produce better results and a higher quality output. Developmental needs are identified in the
beginning of the year on the basis of the competency requirements for the coming year. When the
management is serious about listening to employee voice and taking suitable actions to address their concerns
and involves them actively in the organizational decision making process, the employees feel empowered and
feel important. Financially, financial and non financial rewards have to be distributed as a means of enhancing
individual performance. In essence, Bannock Consultancy confirms that performance management systems
will lead to better quality public services if a variety of tools are used to control the process. These reviews
may be formal or informal and are meant to take stock of action taken and find ways of improvement, if
necessary. By observing the behaviors when guest service staff are working with customers needs and giving
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answers to customers, the upper management can score employees and decide whether the staff have the abi
For example, having worked at a job centre in London I am aware that if managers of job centres are free from
dealing with day to day issues they can concentrate on improving the accuracy and speed of providing
individuals with benefit applications as there is currently a huge backlog of claims which are being delayed
due to a lack of employee competence which managers must assist with. In this instance the public needs to
see obvious changes in improvements of performance in order for the quality of public service performance to
be recognised. Art and outputs are designed to please contact us have a higher-performing workforce be as:
articles, 2: may 18, giovanna prennushi.


